An apparatus comprising at least one processor configured to obtain at least one SNR estimate
for a data stream, to determine a diversity order for the data stream, and to select a rate for the
data stream based on the at least one SNR estimate and the diversity order for the data stream;
and a memory coupled to the at least one processor.

We Claim:
1.

An apparatus comprising:
at least one processor configured to obtain at least one SNR estimate for a data stream, to
determine a diversity order for the data stream, and to select a rate for the data stream
based on the at least one SNR estimate and the diversity order for the data stream; and
a memory coupled to the at least one processor.

2.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
derive the at least one SNR estimate based on received pilot symbols.

3.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
derive the at least one SNR estimate based on received data symbols.

4.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
determine the diversity order for the data stream based on the number of data streams
being transmitted and the number of receive antennas.

5.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
determine the diversity order for the data stream further based on an index for the data
stream.

6.

A method comprising:
obtaining at least one SNR estimate for a data stream;
determining a diversity order for the data stream; and
selecting a rate for the data stream based on the at least one SNR estimate and. the
diversity order for the data stream,

7.

The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the determining the diversity order for the
data stream comprises
determining the diversity order for the data stream based on the number of data streams
being transmitted and the number of receive antennas.

8.

An apparatus comprising:
at least one processor configured to obtain at least one SNR estimate for at least one data
stream to be sent via a MIMO channel, to select at least one rate for the at least one data
stream based on the at least one SNR estimate and at least one outer loop backoff factor
for the at least one data stream, and to adjust the at least one outer loop backoff factor
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based on status of packets received for the at least one data stream; and
a memofy coupled to the at least one processor.
9.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
derive the at least one SNR estimate based on a receiver spafial processing technique
used for the at least one data stream.

10.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
determine a diversity order for the at least one data stream, and to select
the at least one rate based on the at least one SNR. estimate, the at least one outer loop
backoff factor, and the diversity order for the at least one data stream.

11.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
independently select a rate for each of the at least one data stream.

12.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
select the at least one rate for the at least one data stream from a set of rate combinations.

13.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 12, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
determine a rate combination associated with a highest overall throughput and a nonnegative total SNR margin for the at least one data stream, and wherein the rate
combination indicates the at least one rate for the at least one data stream.

14.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
select the number of data streams to send based on the at least one SNR estimate and the
at least one outer loop backoff factor.

15.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
select a transmission mode from among multiple transmission modes associated with
different transmitter spatial processing.

16.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 15, wherein the at least one processor is configured to
select the transmission mode based on the at least one SNR estimate and the at least one
outer loop backoff factor.

17.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 15, wherein the multiple transmission modes comprise
a steered mode and an unsteered mode.

18.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 17, wherein the multiple transmission modes thither
comprise a spatial spreading mode.

19.

A method comprising:
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obtaining at least one SNR estimate for at least one data stream to be sent via a MIMO
channel;

selecting at least one rate for the at least one data stream based on the at least one SNR
estimate and at least one outer loop backoff factor for the at least one data stream; and
adjusting the at least one outer loop backoff factor based on status of packets received for
the at least one data stream.
20.

The method as claimed in claim 19, further comprising:
determining a diversity order for the at least one data stream, and wherein the at least one
rate is selected based on the at least one SNR estimate, the at least one outer loop backoff
factor, and the diversity order for the at least one data stream.

21.

The method of claim 19, further comprising:
selecting a transmission mode from among multiple transmission modes associated with
different transmitter spatial processing.

22.

An apparatus comprising:
means for obtaining at least one SNR estimate for at least one data stream to be sent via a
MIMO channel;
means for selecting at least one rate for the at least one data stream based on the at least
one SNR estimate and at least one outer loop backoff factor for the at least one data
stream; and
means for adjusting the at least one outer loop backoff factor based on status of packets
received for the at least one data stream.

23.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 22, further comprising:
means for determining a diversity order for the at least one data stream, and wherein the
at least one rate is selected based on the at least one SNR estimate, the at least one outer
loop backoff factor, and the diversity order for the at least one data stream.

24.

The apparatus of claim 22, further comprising:
means for selecting a transmission mode from among multiple transmission modes
associated with different transmitter spatial processing.

25.

An apparatus comprising:
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at least one processor configured to maintain an inner loop that selects at least one rate
for at least one data stream to be sent via a MIMO channel, and to maintain an outer loop
that provides at least one parameter used by the inner loop to select the at least one rate;
and
a memory coupled to the at least one processor.
26.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 25, wherein for the inner loop the at least one
processor is configured to obtain at least one SNR estimate for each data stream, and to
select a rate for each data stream based on the at least one SNR estimate for the data
stream.

27.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 26, wherein for the inner loop the at least one
processor is configured to determine a diversity order for each data stream, and to select
the rate for each data stream fiirther based on the diversity order for the data stream.

28.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 26, wherein for the inner loop the at least one
processor is configured to determine an SNR backoff factor for each data stream based on
variability in the at least one SNR estimate for the data stream, and to select the rate for
each data stream further based on the SNR backoff factor for the data stream.

29.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 26, wherein the at least one parameter from the outer
loop comprises an outer loop backoff factor for each data stream, and wherein for the
inner loop the at least one processor is configured to select the rate for each data stream
further based on the outer loop backoff factor for the data stream.

30.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 29, wherein for the outer loop the at least one
processor is configured to adjust the outer loop backoff factor for each data stream based
on status of packets received for the data stream.

31.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 29, wherein for the outer loop the at least one
processor is configured to obtain at least one decoder metric for each data stream, and to
adjust the outer loop backoff factor for each data stream based on the at least one decoder
metric for the data stream.

32.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 29, wherein for the outer loop the at least one
processor is configured to determine an SNR margin for each data stream, and to increase
an outer loop backoff factor for a data stream with a smallest SNR margin if a packet
error is detected.

33.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 32, wherein for the outer loop the at least one
processor is configured to decrease the outer loop backoff factor for each data stream if a .
packet error is not detected.
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The apparatus as claimed in claim 25, wherein the at least one parameter from the outer
loop comprises a rate adjustment indicating selection of a lower rate for a data stream.

35.

A method comprising:
maintaining an inner loop that selects at least one rate for at least one data stream to be
sent via a MIMO channel; and
maintaining an outer loop that provides at least one parameter used by the inner loop to
select the at least one rate.

36.

The method as claimed in claim 35, wherein the maintaining the inner loop comprises
obtaining at least one SNR estimate for each data stream,
determining an average SNR for each data stream based on the at least one SNR estimate
for the data stream,
determining an SNR backoff factor for each data stream based on variability in the at
least one SNR estimate for the data stream, and
selecting a rate for each data stream based on the average SNR and the SNR backoff
factor for the data stream.

37.

The method as claimed in claim 36, wherein the maintaining the inner loop comprises
determining a diversity order for each data stream, and
selecting the rate for each data stream further based on the diversity order for the data
stream.

38.

The method as claimed in claim 36, wherein the maintaining the outer loop comprises
adjusting an outer loop backoff factor for each data stream based on status of packets
received for the data stream, and wherein the maintaining the inner loop comprises
selecting the rate or each data stream further based on the outer loop backoff factor for
the data stream.

39.

The method as claimed in claim 38, wherein the maintaining the outer loop comprises
determining an SNR margin for each data stream, and
increasing an outer loop backoff factor for a data stream with a smallest SNR. margin if a
packet error is detected.

40.

An apparatus comprising:
means for maintaining an inner loop that selects at least one rate for at least one data
stream to be sent via a MIMO channel; and
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means for maintaining an outer loop that provides at least one parameter used by the
inner loop to select the at least one rate.
41.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 40, wherein the means for maintaining the inner loop
comprises
means for obtaining at least one SNR estimate for each data stream,
means for determining an average SNR for each data stream based on the at least one
SNR estimate for the data stream,
means for determining an SNR backoff factor for each data stream based on variability in
the at least one SNR estimate for the data stream, and
means for selecting a rate for each data stream based on the average SNR and the SNR
backoff factor for the data stream.

42.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 41, wherein the means for maintaining the inner loop
comprises
means for determining a diversity order for each data stream, and
means for selecting the rate for each data stream further based on the diversity order for
the data stream.

43.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 41, wherein the means for maintaining the outer loop
comprises means for adjusting an outer loop backoff factor for each data stream based on
status of packets received for the data stream, and wherein the means for maintaining the
inner loop comprises means for selecting the rate for each data stream further based on
the outer loop backoff factor for the data stream.

44.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 43, wherein the means for maintaining the outer loop
comprises
means for determining an SNR margin for each data stream, and
means for increasing an outer loop backoff factor for a data stream with a smallest SNR
margin if a packet error is detected.
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I.
[0001]

Claim ofPriority under 35 U.S.C. §119
The present Application for Patent claims prionty to Provisional Application

Serial No.

60/628,568,

entitled

"Closed-Loop

Rate

Control

for

a

MMO

Communication System," filed November 16, 2004, assigned to the assignee hereof,
and expressly incorporated b}/ reference herein.

BACKGROUND
I.
[0002]

Field
The present disclosure relates generally to data communication, and more

specifically to techniques for perfomring rate control for a communication system.

II.,
[0003]

Background
A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication system employs

multiple (T) transmit antennas at a transmitting station and multiple (R) receive
antennas at a receiving station for data transmission. A MIMO channel formed by the T
transmit anteimas and the R receive antennas may be decomposed into S spatial
channels, where S < min {T, R } . The S spatial chamiels may be used to transmit data
in a manner to achieve higher overall tliroughput and/or greater reliability.
[0004]

The spatial chamiels may experience different chamrel conditions (e.g., different
fading, multipath, and interference effects) and may acliieve different signal-tointerference-and-noise ratios (SNRs). The SNR of each spatial channel detemiines its
transmission capability, which is typically quantified by a particular data rate that may
be reliably transmitted on the spatial channel. If the SNR varies from spafial channel to
spatial channel, then the supported data rate also varies fi"om spatial channel to spatial
channel. Furthermore, the chaimel conditions typically vary with time, and the data
rates supported by the spatial channels also vary with time.

[0005]

Rate control, which is also called rate adaptation, is a major challenge in a
MIMO system that experiences varying channel conditions.

Rate control entails

controlling the data rate of each data stream based on .the channel conditions. The goal
, of rate control should be to maximize the overall thxougliput on the spatial channels

2.

while meeting certain performance objectives, which may be quantified by a particular
packet error rate (PER) and/or some other criteria.
[0006]

There is therefore a need in the art for techniques to effectively perform rate
control in a MIMO system.
SUMMARY

[0007]

Techniques for performing rate control in a MIMO system are described herein.
In an embodiment, rate control for at least one data stream transmitted via a MIMO
channel is achieved based on (1) an inner loop that selects at least one rate for the at
least one data stream and (2) an outer loop that provides at least one parameter used by
the inner loop to select the at least one rate. A rate may also be referred to as a packet
format, a mode, a data rate, a code rate, a modulation scheme, a coding and modulation
scheme, a modulation coding set (MCS), and so on. The outer loop regulates the
operation of the inner loop.

[0008]

In an embodiment, for the inner loop, at least one SNR estimate is initially
i

,

obtained for each data stream based on received pilot symbols and/or received data
symbols for the data stream. The SNR estimates may be derived based on a receiver
spatial processing technique used to recover the at least one data stream. A diversity
order, a MIMO backoff factor, and an outer loop backoff factor are determined for each
data stream and used to derive an effective SNR for the data stream, as described below.
At least one rate is then (individually or jointly) selected for the at least one data stream
based on the at least one effective SNR for the at least one data stream. A transmission
mode may also be selected for use from among multiple transmission modes (e.g.,
steered, unsteered, and spatial spreading modes) associated with different transmitter
spatial processing. In an embodiment, the outer loop adjusts the outer loop backoff
factor for each data stream based on the performance (e.g., packet status and/or decoder
metrics) for the data stream.
[0009]

Various details of the rate control are described below. Various aspects and
embodiments of the invention are also described in further detail below.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram ofa transmitting station and a receiving station.

[0011]

FIG. 2 shows a rate control mechanism with an inner loop and an outer loop.

[0012]

FIG. 3 shows a process for performing rate control in a MIMO system.

[0013]

FIG. 4 shows an apparatus for performing rate control in the MEMO system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014]

The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example, instance,
or illustration." Any embodiment described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to
be construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments.

[0015]

The rate control techniques described herein may be used for various MIMO
systems such as a single-carrier MIMO system with a single frequency subband, a
multi-carrier MIMO system with multiple subbands, a single-carrier MIMO system with
multiple subbands, and so on. Multiple subbands may be obtained wdth orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), single-carrier frequency division multiple
access (SC-FDMA), other modulation techniques, or some other construct. OFDM

*•

partitions the overall system bandwidth into multiple (K) orthogonal subbands, which
are also called tones, subcarriers, bins, and so on. With OFDM, each subband is
associated with a respective kubcarrier that may be modulated with data. SC-FDMA
similarly partitions the overall system bandwidth into K subbands.

In general,

modulation symbols are sent in the frequency domain with OFDM and in the time
domain with SC-FDMA.
[0016]

For a MIMO system with a single subband, S spatial channels are available for
data fransmission. For a MIMO system with multiple (K) subbands, S spatial channels
are available for each of the K subbands. For any MIMO system, M fransmission
channels may be formed with all of the spatial channels for all of the available
subband(s), where M > 1. In general, eachfransmissionchannel riiay correspond to one
or multiple spatial channels for one or multiple subbands in a MIMO sysfem. For
example, afransmissionchannel may correspond to one or multiple spatial channels in a
MIMO system with a single subband. As another example, afransmissionchannel may
correspond to one or multiple wideband spatial channels in a MIMO system with
multiple subbands, where each wideband spatial channel includes one spatial charmel
for each of the K subbands. A transmission channel may also be called a parallel
channel, a data channel, afrafficchannel, a physical channel, and so on.

[0017]

For clarity, much of the following description is for a MIMO system that utilizes
OFDM or SC-FDMA. Also for clarity, the following description assumes that one data
sfream is sent on eachfransmissionchannel. The temis "data stream" and "fransmission
chaimel" are thus interchangeable for much of the description below. The number of

data streams may be configurable and may be selected based on channel conditions
and/or other factors.
[0018]

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a transmitting station 110 and a receiving
station 150 in a MIMO system 100. For downlink transmission, transmitting station
110 may be an access point, receiving station 150 may be a user terminal, and the first
and second' communication links are downlink and uplink, respectively. For uplink
transmission, transmitting station 110 may be a user terminal, receiving station 150 may
be an access point, and the first and second communication links are upHnk and
downlink, respectively. FIG. 1 shows data transmission with closed-loop rate control
for M data streams, where M > 1. •

[0019]

At transmitting station 110, a main controller/processor 140 determines a rate for
each data stream based on. information available for that data stream. This information

-^

may include feedback information provided by receiving station 150 and/or information
(e.g., channel estimates) obtained by transmitting station 110. The rate for each data
stream may indicate a specific^ data rate, a specific coding scheme or code rate, a
specific modulation scheme, a packet size, and/or other parameters to use for the data
stream.

Main controller/processor 140 generates various coding and modulation

controls based on the rates for the M data streams.
[0020]

A transmit (TX) data prqcessor 120 receives M data streams and the coding and
modulation controls for these data streams. TX data processor 120 processes (e.g.,
formats, encodes, interleaves, and symbol maps) each data stream in accordance with
the selected rate and generates a stream of data symbols, which are modulation symbols
for data. TX data processor 120 provides M data symbol streams. ,

[0021]

A TX spatial processor 130 receives and multiplexes the M data symbol streams
with pilot symbols, which are modulation symbols for pilot. A pilot is a reference
transmission that is known a priori by receiving station 150 and is used to perform
various functions such as channel estimation, acquisition, frequency and timing
synchronization, data demodulation, and so on. TX spatial processor 130 performs
spatial processing on the data and pilot symbols, if applicable, and provides T transmit
symbol stieams for the T transmit antennas.

[0022]

A transmitter (TMTR) 132 processes the T transmit symbol streams in a manner
specified by the system. For example, transmitter 132 may perform OFDM or SGFDMA modulation if the MIMO system utiHzes OFDM or SG-FDMA, respectively.
Transmitter 132 generates T modulated signals for the T transmit symbol stieams. The

T modulated signals are transmitted jfrom T transmit antennas and via first
communication link 148-to receiving station 150. First communication link 148 distorts
each modulated signal with a particular channel response and further degrades the
modulated signal with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and possibly interference
from other transmitting stations.
[0023]

At receiving station 150, R receive antennas receive the T transmitted signals
and provide R received signals;. A receiver (RCVR) 160 conditions and digitizes die R
received signals and fiirther processes the samples in a manner complementary to the
processing performed by transmitter 132. Receiver 160 provides received pilot symbols
to a channel estimator/processor 162 and R streams of received data symbols to a
receive (RX) spatial processor 170. Channel estimator/processor 162 estimates the
MMO channel response for first commmiication link 148 and provides chaimel

*•

estimates to RX spatial processor 170.

[0024]

RX spatial processor 170 performs receiver spatial processing (or spatial
matched filtering) on the R deceived data symbol streams based on tlie channel
estimates from channel estimator/processor 162 and provides M detected symbol
streams, which are estimates of the M data symbol streams sent by transmitting station
110. An RX data processor 172 processes (e.g., symbol demaps, deinterleaves, and
decodes) the M detected symbol streams in accordance with the M rates selected for
these streams and provides M decoded data streams, which are estimates of the M data
streams sent by transmitting station 110. RX data processor 172 may flirther provide
the status of each received data packet and/or decoder metrics for each decoded data
stream.

[0025]

*
For rate control, channel estimator/processor 162 may process the received pilot

symbols to obtain SNR estimates, noise variance estimates, and so on. The noise
variance is the noise floor observed at receiving station 150 and includes the channel
noise, receiver noise, interference from other transmitting stations, and so on. RX data
processor 172 may also derive SNR estimates based on the detected data symbols. A
rate controller/ processor 180 receives various types of information such as, for
example, the SNR estimates from channel estimator 162, the SNR estimates, packet
status and/or decoder metrics from RX data processor 172, and so on.

Rate

controller/processor 180 selects a suitable rate for each data stream based on the
received information and provides M selected rates, Rate 1 through Rate M, for the M
data streams.
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[0026]

A main controller/processor 190 receives the M selected rates from rate
controller/ processor 180 and the packet status from RX data processor 172. Main
confroUer/processor 190 generates feedback information, which may include the M
selected rates, acknowledgments (ACKs) and/or negative acknowledgments (NAKs) for
received data packets, and/or other information. The feedback information is sent via
second corhmunication link 152 to fransmitting station 110. Transmitting station 110
uses the feedback information to adjust the processing of the M data sfreams sent to
receiving station 150. For example, fransmitting station 110 may adjust the code rate
and/or modulation scheme for each of the M data sfreams sent to receiving station 150.
The feedback information increases the efficiency of the system by allowing data to be
fransmitted at the best-known settings supported by first communication linlc 148.

[0027]
~».

For the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, receiving station 150 performs channel
estimation and rate selection and sends the M rates for the M data sfreams back to
fransmitting station 110. fri another embodiment, fransmitting station 110 performs
channel estimation and rate selection based on feedback information sent by receiving
station 150 and/or other information obtained by fransmitting station 110. In yet
another embodiment, fransmitting station 110 and receiving station 150 jointly perform
channel estimation and rate selection.

[0028]

FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of a closed-loop rate confrol
mechanism 200, which includes an inner loop 210 and an outer loop 220. For clarity,
the operation of inner loop 210 and outer loop 220 for only one data sfream m is shown
in FIG. 2. In an embodiment, one inner loop and one outer loop are maintained for each
of the M data sfreams. In another embodiment, one inner loop and/or one outer loop are
maintained for multiple (e.g., all M) data sfreams.

[0029]

Inner loop 210 fracks variations in the rate for each data sfream due to channel
conditions. Inner loop 210 can frack instantaneous changes in the MIMO channel if
receiving station 150 can send feedback information to fransmitting station 110 faster
than the coherence time of the MIMO channel. Inner loop 210 is typically driven by
parameters that are observable at the physical layer, such as received SNRs. Inner loop
210 may operate with pilot-based SNR estimates and/or data-based SNRs estimates,
which may be computed as described below.

[0030]

Outer loop 220 corrects for packet errors detected by CRC failures. With a
properly designed inner loop 210, packet errors should occur infrequently at a given
target PER. For example, if the target PER is 1%, then only one packet should be

received in error out of every 100 packets that are transmitted. Outer loop 220 typically
has a slower response time than inner loop 210. Outer loop 220 may be viewed as a
governor for inner loop 210 to ensure that the rate selected by inner loop 210 for each
data stream can achieve the target PER.
[0031]

For inner loop 210, channel estimator/processor 162 estimates the SNR of data
stream m based on received pilot symbols and provides pilot-based SNR estimates for
data stream m. RX data processor 172 estimates the SNR of data stream m based on
detected data symbols for data stream m and provides data-based SNR estimates for
data stream ???. RX data processor 172 may also provide packet status and/or decoder
metrics for data stream m.

[0032]

A rate selector 184 within rate controller/processor 180 receives the SNR
estimates for data stream m and other information such as, e.g., the transmission mode
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for the M data streams, the diversity order for data stream m, an outer loop backoff
factor for data stream m, and so on. These different types of information are described
below. Rate selector 184 compiates an effective SNR for data stream m based on all of
the received information, as described below. Rate selector 184 then selects a rate for
data stream m based on the effective SNR and a look-up table (LUT) 186 that stores a
set of rates supported by the MIMO system and their required SNRs. The selected rate
for data stream /« is included in the feedback infomiation sent by main
controller/processor 190 to transmitting station 110. At transmitting station 110, main
controller/processor 140 receives the selected rate for data stream m and generates
coding and modulation controls for data stream m. Data stream m is then processed in
accordance with these controls by TX data processor 120, multiplexed with pilot
symbols and spatially processed by TX spatial processor 130, conditioned by transmitter
132, and sent to receiving station 150.

[0033]

Outer loop 220 estimates the received quality for data stream ?7i and adjusts the
operation of inner loop 210 for data stream /«. The received data symbols are spatially
processed by RX spatial processor 170, and the detected data symbols for data stream m
are further processed (e.g., demodulated and decoded) by RX data processor 172. RX
data processor 172 provides the status of each packet received for data stream 7?z and/or
decoder metrics for data stream m. A quality estimator 182 estimates the quahty of data
stream m based on all of the information from RX data processor 172 and controls the
operation of inner loop 210 based on the quality estimate. In an embodiment, quality
estimator 182 adjusts the outer loop backoff factor for data stream m. This outer loop

backoff factor is used in the computation of the effective SNR for data stream m and
thus influences the rate selection, as described below. In another embodiment, quality
estimator 182 provides a rate adjustment for data stream m. This rate adjustment may
direct inner loop 210 to select a lower rate for data stream m. The outer loop backoff
factor and the rate adjustment are two mechanisms for controlling the operation of inner
loop 210 and are described below.
[0034]

FIG. 2 shows a specific embodiment of rate control mechanism 200. In another
embodiment, receiving station 150 sends Back the SNR estimates, effective SNRs,
and/or some other indication of the received signal quaUty at receiving station 150.
Transmitting station 110 then selects a rate for each data stream based on the
information obtained from receiving station 150. In general, a rate control mechanism
may be implemented in various manners. In an embodiment, rate control is achieved
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with both inner loop 210 and outer loop 220, as shown in FIG. 2.

In another

embodiment, rate control is achieved with just inner loop 210 or just outer loop 220.
[0035]

The channel estimation iand rate selection may be performed periodically, at
scheduled times, before and/or during data transmission, whenever changes in the
channel conditions are detected, and so on. The channel estimation, rate selection, and
outer loop operation are described below.
1. Transmission Modes

[0036]

The MIMO system may support multiple transmission modes (or spatial modes)
for improved performance and greater flexibility. Table 1 lists some exemplary
transmission modes and their short descriptions. The steered mode may also be called a
beamforming mode, an eigensteering mode, a MIMO mode with beamforming, and so
on. The unsteered mode may also be called a basic MIMO mode. The spatial spreading
mode may also be called a pseudo-random transmit steering mode.
Table 1
Transmission Mode
„.

,

,

TT X J
J
Unsteered mode
Spatial spreading

Description
Multiple data streams are transmitted on multiple orthogonal
spatial channels (or eigenmodes) of a MIMO channel.
Multiple data streams are transmitted on multiple spatial
u
Tr
xi.
u- i *.
-^ ^
\
channels (e.g.,frommultiple transmit antennas).
Multiple data streams are transmitted with spatial spreading to

achieve similar performance for all data streams.
[0037]

Each transmission mode has different capabiKties and requirements. Tlie steered
mode transmits data on the eigenmodes of a MIMO channel.

The steered mode

typically provides better performance but requires spatial processing at transmitting
station 110 and receiving station 150.

The unsteered mode requires no spatial

processing at transmitting station 110. For example, transmitting station 110 may send
one data stream from each transmit antenna! Performance for the unsteered mode is
typically not as good as the steered mode. The spatial spreading mode transmits M data
streams with dijHerent steering matrices so that these data streams observe an ensemble
of effective channels. Consequently, the M data streams achieve similar performance,
which is not dictated by the worst-case channel conditions. A suitable transmission
*•

mode may be selected based on tlie availability of channel state information, the
capabilities of the transmitting and receiving stations, and so on.

[0038]

For the steered mode, dati is transmitted on S eigenmodes of the MIMO channel
formed by the T transmit antennas and the R receive antennas. Tlie MIMO chaimel may
be characterized by an R x T channel response matrix H, which may be diagonalized
to obtain the S eigenmodes of the MIMO channel. This diagonalization may be
achieved by performing either singular value decomposition of H or eigenvalue
decomposition of a correlation matrix of H, which is R = H^ -H, where H^ denotes
the conjugate transpose of H. The eigenvalue decomposition of R may be given as:
R = H''-H = E-A-E'' ,

'

Eq(l)

where E is a T xT unitary matrix of eigenvectors of R; and
A is a T X T diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of R.
A unitary matrix E is characterized by the property E^ -E = I , where I is the identity
matrix. The columns of a unitary matrix are orthogonal to one another, and each
column has unit power. Transmitting station 110 may perform transmitter spatial
processing with the eigenvectors in E to transmit data on the S eigenmodes of H .
Receiving station 150 may perform receiver spatial processing with the eigenvectors in
E to recover the data transmitted on the S eigenmodes. The diagonal matrix A

contains possible non-negative real values along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
These diagonal entries are referred to as eigenvalues of H and represent the power
gains for the S eigenmodes.
[0039]

For a MIMO system with multiple subbands, the S eigenvalues for each subband
k may be ordered from largest to smallest, so that the eigenmodes of the channel
response matrix H(^) for subband k are ranked from highest SNR to lowest SNR.
Wideband eigenmode m may be formed with the 7?i-th eigenmode for each of the K
subbands. The principal wideband eigenrhode (with m = l) is associated with the
largest eigenvalues for all K subbands, the second wideband eigenmode (with w = 2) is
associated with the second largest eigenvalues for all K subbands, and so on. S
transmission channels may be formed with the S wideband eigenmodes.

[0040]
••

Table 2 siunmarizes the spatial processing at fransraitting station 110 and
receiving station 150 for the three transmission modes. The same spatial processing
may be performed for each subband.
i

Table 2
Steered mode
Transmitting
Station
Jiliective
Channel

Spatial spreading

x -s
x^-s

x -V-s
Xss-y.s_

_^
2C„-*£S ^
TJ—ITI?

TJ_TI

Hes-H-E-

H^-H

Received
Symbols
Receiver
iull-CSF
CCMI

Unsteered mode

|

rr_ir\7
Hs.-HV

„
TT
r , = H . x , + n = H,.s+n
M^^i = A " ' - E ' ' - H ^

M^l =[H''-H]-'•H'^

s " = M " -r

s"" =1^1"" -r

^CL=Y^-MC1

^
s'" = M ' ' -r

ML,.=[Hf-H,+o-„L,-I]-'-Hf
Receiver
MMSE

_ ;t
r^- n.*^
TT m-i
Pn^e=[diag [Mn,^,-H,]] '
s""
—mmse

[0041]

=0""
:=lmnisc

•M"'
iz^nnnse

r
i-x

In Table 2, subscript "es" denotes the steered mode (or eigensteering), "us"
denotes the unsteered mode, "ss" denotes the spatial spreading mode, and "jc" may be
"es", "us" or "ss". a^^^^^ is the variance of the AWGN noise for the MIMO channel, s
is a T X1 vector with M data symbols to be sent on one subband in one symbol period

and zeros for the remaining T - M elements. V is a T x T steering matrix used for
spatial spreading, x^ is a T x 1 vector with T transmit symbols to be sent from the T
transmit antennas on one subband in one symbol period for transmission mode x. H^ is
an RxT effective channel response matrix for transmission mode x. M is a TxR
spatial filtermatrix that may be derived based on a full channel state information (fullCSI) technique, a channel correlation matrix inversion (CCMI) technique, or a
minimum mean square error (MMSE) technique, s is a T x 1 vector of detected data
symbols and is an estimate of s. The MMSE and CCMI techniques may be used for all
three transmission modes. The MMSE and CCMI spatial filter matrices may be derived
in the same manner for all three transmission modes, albeit with different effective
channel response matrices H^^, H^, and H.^^.
[0(J52]

Successive interference cancellation (SIC) receiver processing may also be used
to recover the M data streams in M stages. Each stage £ detects one data stream using
one of the receiver spatial processing techniques shown in Table 2, decodes the detected
data symbol stream, estimates the interference caused by the decode,d data stream on the
remaining not yet recovered data streams, and cancels the estimated interference from
the received symbol streams to obtain modified symbol sfreams for the next stage i + \.
The next stage ^ +1 then detects, decodes, and cancels another data sfream.

[0043]

Regardless of which fransmission scheme is selected for use, the system
throughput maybe significantly enhanced if receiving station 150 provides transmitting
station 110 with timely and reasonably accurate information regarding what rates can be
reUably sustained. Armed with this feedback information, fransmittmg station 110 can
rapidly adapt to changes in the channel conditions.
2. SNR Estimation

[0044]

The receiving station may estimate the received SNRs based on received pilot
symbols and/or received data symbols. For pilot-based SNR estimation, the receiving
station may use the received pilot symbols to estimate the received SNR for each spatial
channel of each subband. The receiving station may use the received pilot symbols
from (1) a clear pilot that is fransmitted without any spatial processing in the unsteered
mode, (2) a steered pilot that is fransmitted on the eigenmodes with E in the steered
mode, or (3) a spread pilot that is fransmitted with V in the spatial spreading mode.

The received SNRs for the three transmission modes may be computed as described
below.
[0045]

For fuU-CSI receiver spatial processing in the steered mode, the received SNR
for each eigenmode m of each subband k may be expressed as:

r«.. W = 1 0 1 o g , o | ^ ^ ^ % ^ ^ ^ | ,
V

noise

form = l,...,S and ^ = 1,...,K,

Eq (2)

J

where P„, {K) is the transmit power for eigenmode m of subband k;
X^ is the /n-th diagonal element of h.{K) for subband h, and
?'es,m (^) ^s the received SNR for eigenmode m of subband k.
[0046]

For MMSE receiver spatial processing in all three transmission modes, the
received SNR for each spatial channel m of each subbandfcmaybe expressed as:

; W , . ( / 0 = 1 0 1 o g , „ | - ^ ^ ^ P „ ( / c ) , form = l,...,Sand^ = l,...,K, Eq (3)

where q„{k) is the ni-th diagonal element of M^^^^k) -^^ik) for subband k; and
Trnmscm (^') is the received SNR for spatial channel m of subband k.
[0047]

For CCMI receiver spatial processing in all three transmission modes, the
received SNR for each spatial channel m of each subband k may be expressed as:

rcc™>W = 101og,o

,,f

,

,

form = l,...,SandA: = l,...,K,

Eq (4)

where r„ (k) is the 77z-th diagonal element of R^ (k) = H^ (k) • H^ (k) for subband k; and
?'ccn)i m (^) i^ ^ ^ received SNR for spatial channel m of subband k.
[0048]

In equations (2) through (4), the quantity P^{k)lal„i^^ is the SNR (in linear
units) prior to the receiver spatial processing. The quantities y^ ^ (k), f^^^ „, (k), and
Tccim,m(^) are the SNRs (in units of decibel (dB)) after the receiver spatial processing,
which are the received SNRs.

[0049]

For the spatial spreading mode, the S spatial channels achieve similar received
SNRs because of the spatial spreading by matrix V. Consequently, the same rate may
be used for the M data streams. With spatial spreading, each data symbol is transmitted
on all S spatial channels and observes an average SNR for all spatial chaimels, which
may be expressed as:

Yr^Ak) = lOlog.o I t r-^^P.m

, and

rccn.W = 1 0 1 o g J t — ^ ^ | .

Eq (5)

Eq(6)

The SNR averaging may be in linear unit, as shown in equations (5) and (6), or in dB.
[0d50]

The received SNR for each data stream may also be estimated based on the
received data symbols for that data stream.

For data-based SNR estimation, the

receiving station performs receiver spatial processing on the received data symbols with
the spatial filter matrix for each subband to obtain detected data symbols. Each detected
data symbol is typically a multi-bit value (or a soft-decision) that is an estimate of a
transmitted data symbol. The receiving station may convert the detected data symbols
to hard decisions, determine the'difference between the hard and soft decisions for each
detected data symbol, and compute an average of the magnitude squares of the
difference between the hard and soft decisions. The receiving station may derive a databased SNR estimate for each data stream based on the average of the magnitude squares
of the difference between the hard and soft decisions for that data stream.
[0051]

The pilot is typically transmitted such that pilot-based SNR estimates niay be
obtained for all S spatial channels of each subband, even if data is transmitted on fewer
than S spatial channels. Data-based SNR estimates may be obtained for the M data
streams that are actually transmitted. In general, the rates for the data streams may be
selected based on just pilot-based SNR estimates, just data-based SNR estimates, or
both pilot-based SNR estimates and data-based SNR estimates. Using both pilot-based
SNR estimates and data-based SNR estimates may be advantageous if neither type of
SNR estimates alone accurately reflects the rate that can be reliably supported by the
MIMO channel. A discrepancy between the pilot-based SNR estimates and the databased SNR estimates may be indicative of impairments at the transmitting station and/or

m

receiving station. In an embodiment, if such a discrepancy is detected, then the smaller
or the average of the two types of SNR estimates may be used to select the rates for the
data streams.
3. Rate Selection
[0052]

Rate selection may entail selecting a transmission mode to use for transmission
if multiple transmission modes are supported, selecting tlie number of data streams to
transmit, and selecting a rate for each data stream or a set of rates for all data streams.
These three parameters (transmission mode, number of data streams, and rate) are
typically inter-related. For example,' the transmission mode selected for use may affect
the SNR estimates, which may in turn affect the rates selected for the data streams.
Different combinations of transmission mode and number of data streams may be

'««. evaluated. Each combinations corresponds to a specific transmission mode and a
specific number of data streams. For each combination, the rate for each data stream
may be determined, and the overall throughput for all data streams may be computed.
The combination with the highest overall throughput may be selected for use. One
combination for a specific transmission mode and M data streams may be evaluated as
described below.
[0053]

The rate for each data stream may be selected in various manners. For clarity,
an embodiment of rate selection is described below. For this embodiment, the received
SNRs for the spatial channels and subbands used for each data stream are initially
determined.

The foUoAving description assumes that data stream m is sent on

transmission channel ?«, which is a wideband spatial channel composed of spatial
channel m for each of the K subbands. The received SNRs for each wideband spatial
channel are typically fi-equency dependent and are fiirther dependent on the
transmission mode used for data transmission and the receiver spatial processing
technique, as described above. The received SNR for each subband k used for data
stream m is denoted as T„ik) and is given in luiits of dB. y„,(^) i^^Y be computed
based on the transmission mode and the receiver spatial processing technique, as
described above.
[0054]

The average SNR for each data stream may be computed as:

r..,..=~f,rAk)

,

for7n = l,...,M ,

J^ k=i

15

Eq(7)

where /^^^^ is the average SNR for data stream m, in units of dB.
[0055]

The variance of the received SNRs for each data stream may be computed as:

<„,=7^-Z(/™W-ravg,J' ,

for/« = l,...,M,

Eq(8)

where al^ „ is the SNR variance for data stream m.
snr, m

[0056]

An SNR variability backoff factor rriay be computed for each data stream based
on the average SNR and the SNR variance for that data stream, as follows:
ros.m - K3„ • cxl„, ,

for m = 1,..., M ,

Eq (9)

where /^^^ is the SNR variability backoff factor for data stream m; and
Ksnr is a constant that is described below.
In general, the SNR variabihty backoff factor may be computed based on any fiinction
of average SNR and SNR variance, or y^^ = F(r^^^„^,a^lJ.
10057)

A MIMO backoff factor used to accoimt for MIMO transmission in the steered
mode may be defined as:

72:.,. =

'-—-,

.

form = l,...,M,

Eq(lO)

where fi \sz positive constant that is described below;
D is the diversity order for the data transmission; and

*

Y^r^ ™ is the MIMO backoff factor for data stream m in the steered mode."
The data stream index m may be included in equation (10) or omittedfi-omthe equation.
The diversity order is indicative of the amount of spatial diversity observed by a data
transmission through the use of multiple receive antermas. The diversity order for the
steered mode may be given as:
D = R - M + 1.
[0058]

Eq(ll)

A MIMO backoff factor for the unsteered mode and the spatial spreading mode,
without successive interference cancellation at the receiving station, may be defined as:

r ^ . . = 7 2 » . . =^ ^
[00591

for

'n = l,...M ,

Eq (12)

A MIMO backoff factor for the unsteered mode and the spatial spreading mode,
with successive interference cancellation at the receiving station, may be defined as:
rZ...

=T^

,

for

/« = 1,...,M ,

Eq (13)

where D(m) is the diversity order observed by data stream m, which may be given as:
D(m) = R-M + m ,

for m = 1,...,M .

Eq (14)

Equation (14) assumes that the M data streams are detected and decoded in order, so
~-

that data stream m = l is detected and decoded first, then data stream m = 2, and so on.
If the interference estimation and cancellation are successful for a given data stream m,
then the diversity order for each subsequent data stream increases, as if data stream m
was not transmitted.

For example, if R = 4 and M = 3, then data stream m=\

observes a diversity order of two, data stream m = 2 observes a diversity order of three,
and data stream m = 3> observes a diversity order of four.
[0060]

The effective SNRfor-each data stream may then be computed as:
reff.™ = 7 ' a v g . m - r o s , m 'Yrm^.n,

^router.™ '

fo^

m=\,...,M

,

Eq

(15)

where y^^^^ „ is an outer loop backoff factor for data stream m (described below);
7™-™ is a MIMO backoff factor for data stream m; and
7cs,m is the effective SNR for data stream m.
[0061]

In equation (9), factor Ksnr accounts for variability in the received SNRs for a
data stream.

This SNR variability may arise due to frequency selectivity of the

communication link, which is a non-flat frequency response that results in varying
received SNRs across the K subbands. Factor Ksnr reduces the effective SNRfromthe
average SNR to take into account the fact that decoding performance for some error
correction codes degrades if there is a large variation in the SNRs for the soft decisions
being decoded. If factor Ksnr is not appHed, then the PER for the data sfream may be
elevated. Factor Ksnr may be selected based on specific details of the error correction

code used for the data stream such as, e.g., the type of error correction code, the
constraint length, and so on. The factor Ksnr may also be a function of the code rate.
[0062]

In equations (10) through (14), the MMO backoff factor accounts for various
characteristics associated with MMO h-ansmission.

The MIMO backoff factor is

derived based on factor P, sfream index m, and diversity order D, which are discussed
below.
[0063]

Factor ^ is used to reduce the effective SKR to account for rate mismatches that
may occur due to the following:
1. Latency in the feedback from receiving station 150 to transmitting station 110;
2. Noise in the conimum'cation link and SNR per stream estimation process; and
3. Misalignment of the steering vectors used by transmitting station 110 and/or
receiving station 150 to the MIMO channel in the steered mode.
Factor J3 is typically a positive constant. Factor j3 may also be made a function of the
received SNRs, the coherence; time of the MIMO channel, the feedback delay, and so
on, or any combination thereof

[0064]

The diversity order D accounts for the amount of spatial diversity achieved for
the data transmission. The lowest diversity order is achieved when R = M, which gives
a diversity order of one, or 0 = 1. As more receive antennas are used for a given
number of data streams, the diversity order increases. A higher diversity order typically
corresponds to less variation in the received SNRs for each data stream. The division
by D in equations (10), (12) and (13) accoimts for the fact that the received SNRs of the
data streams are generally better behaved when die number of .data streams being
transmitted is less than the number of receive antennas. In general, as the diversity
order D increases, a lower MIMO backoff factor may be used.

[0065]

The stream index m accounts for the fact that different data sfreams may have
different amounts of SNR variabihty in the steered mode. The principal wideband
eigenmode has the highest average SNR and typically also has less SNR variabihty
across time and frequency. Hence, a smaller MIMO backoff factor may be used for the
principal wideband eigenmode. The S-th wideband eigenmode has the lowest average
SNR and typically has more SNR variability across time and frequency. Hence, a larger
MIMO backofffactor may be used for this wideband eigenmode.

[0066]

- -- :

The effective SNR may also be derived in a manner to account for other factors.
For example, a factor L may be used to account for variations in the length of the

packets sent on the data streams. A larger packet typically requires a higher SNR to
achieve a given PER. Variations in packet size may be handled by adding a packetlength dependent backoff factor, e.g., in equation (15).
[0067]

The various factors described above (e.g., Ksnr and jS) may be selected to
maximize throughput and minimize packet error rate. These factors may be determined
based on computation simulation, empirical measurements, and so on.

[0068]

hi one rate selection embodiment, a rate may be independently selected for each
data stream from among a set of rates supported by the system. Table 3 Hsts an
exemplary set of 14 rates supported by the system, which are given rate indices 0
through 13. Each rate is associated with a specific spectral efficiency (Spectral Eff), a
specific code rate, a specific modulation (Mod) scheme, and a specific minimum SNR
(Req SNR) required to achieve 1 % PER for a non-fading, AWGN channel. The spectral

-^

efficiency refers to the data rate (or information bit rate) normalized by the system
bandwidth, and is given in units of bits per second per Hertz (bps/Hz). The code rate
and modulation scheme for eac^ rate in Table 3 are for a specific system design. The
rate having index 0 is for a null data rate (or no data transmission). For each rate with a
non-zero data rate, the required SNR is obtained based on the specific system design
(e.g., the code rate, interleaving scheme, modulation scheme, and so on, used by the
system for that rate) and for an AWGN chaimel. The required SNR may be obtained by
computation, computer simulation, empirical measurements, and so on.
Table 3
Rate I^P^^^'-^*! Code I Mod
^°^^^ (bps/Hz) ^^*"

[0069]

I fj^^| 11 Rate I^P^^^^-^^H Cotfe I

^^^^"^^

(dB)

'"'^"^ (bps/Hz) ^^^^

-

-__

7

3.0

Mod

I f^^^

^""^^"^^

(dB)

3/4

16 QAM

13.2

0

0.0

1

0.25

1/4

BPSK

-1.8

8

3.5

7/12

64 QAM

16.2

2

0.5

1/2

BPSK

1.2

9

4.0

2/3

64 QAM

17.4

3

1.0

1/2

QPSK

4.2

10

4.5

3/4

64 QAM

18.8

4

Ti

3/4

QPSK

6.8

11

5^0

5/6

64 QAM

20.0

5

2.0

1/2

16 QAM

10.1

12

6.0

3/4

256 QAM

24.2

6

2.5

5/8

16 QAM

11.7

13

7.0

7/8

256 QAM

26.3

Refening to FIG. 2, look-up table (LUT) 186 may store the set of supported
rates and the required S>W. for each supported rate. The effective SISIR for each data

stream may be provided to look-up table 186 and compared against the set of required
SNRs for the set of supported rates. Look-up table 186 may then provide a selected rate
for each data stream, which is the rate with the highest spectral efficiency and a required
SNR that is less than or equal to the effective SNR for that data stream.
[0070]

For clarity, the rate selection process is described below for a specific example.
For this example, data stream m is transmitted on transmission channel in with four
subbands having received SNRs of 2.74, 4.27, 6.64, and 9.52 dB. The average SNR is
computed as y^^^^ = 5.79 dB, and the SNR'variance is computed as a^ „ = 8.75. For
this example, the SNR variability backoff factor is determined based on a function
ros,m=^(r„g.™,<„) = 0.25-cr3^,„, and is computed as /o,,„=2.19 dB.

For this

example, the MIMO backoff factor is given as }'j^^„, =1.0 dB, and the outer loop
-^

backoff factor is Xouter.m "^O-^-

The effective

SNR is then computed as

r„p =5.79-2.19-1.0-0.5 = 2.10 dB.
[0071]

Using the set of supported rates and their required SNRs shown in Table 3, the
rate with index 2 is selected for data stream m. The selected rate has the highest
required SNR (of 1.2 dB) that is less than or equal to the effective SNR (of 2.10 dB).
The selected rate indicates that a spectral efficiency of 0.5 bps/Hz, a code rate of 1/2,
and BPSK modulation are used for data stream m.

[0072]

As shown in equations (2) tlirough (4), the received SNRs are dependent on the
transmit power P„{k) used for each spatial channel of each subband.

hi an

embodiment, the total transmit power, Ptotai, is allocated equally to the M data streams
so that P„(k) = P,„^, /(K• M), for m = 1,..., M and A: = 1,..., K. A rate may then be
selected for each of the M data streams as described above for equations (7) through
(15). In another embodiment, the total transmit power, Ptoiau is allocated unequally to
the M data streams. For example, the total transmit power, Ptoui, may be allocated using
water-filling so that data streams with higher SNRs are allocated more transmit power.
[0073]

Jn. an embodiment, the number of data streams to transmit, M, is selected to
achieve the highest overall throughput. For this embodiment, the overall throughput
may be computed for each of the possible numbers of data streams. For one data
stream, the received SNRs for this data stream is computed with the total transmit
power Ptotai being allocated to this data stream, the effective SNR is computed as
described above and used to select a rate for the data stream, and the overall throughput

is equal to the spectral efficiency for the selected rate. For s data streams, where
l < s < S , the received SNRs for each data stream are computed with P,otai/s being
allocated to each data stream, the effective SNR for each data stream is computed as
described above and used to select a rate for the data stream, and the overall throughput
is equal to the sum of the spectral efficiencies for the selected rates for all s data
streams. The highest overall throughput among the S overall throughputs computed for
the S possible nimibers of data streams is determined, and the number of data streams
that provides this highest overall throughpift is selected as M. In evaluating the overall
throughput for each hypothesized number of data streams, the received SNRs are
computed based on the transmission mode selected for use and the receiver processing
technique used to detect the data sti-eams.
[0074]
••

In an embodiment, a transmission mode is selected based on equations (7)
throiigh (15). For example, the overall throughput may be computed for each of the
supported transmission modes.

The transmission mode with the highest overall

throughput may be selected foi^ use. A transmission mode may also be selected based
on other factors such as, for example, the capabilities of the transmitting and receiving
stations,, the coherence time of the MMO channel, the feedback delay, and so on.
[0075]

hi another rate selection embodiment, the rates for the M data streams are
selected jointly firom a vector-quantized rate set, which may also be called a modulation
coding scheme (MCS) set. The system may support only certain combinations of rates,
e.g., in order to reduce the amount of feedback information to send back to the
transmitting station. Table 4 shows an exemplary vector-quantized rate set for a system
in which the transmitting station can transmit up to four data, streams. For this rate set,
rate identifiers (IDs) 0 through 13 are for transmission of one data stream and are given
in Table 3 as rate indices 0 through 13, respectively, rate IDs 14 through 24 are for
transmission of two data streams, rate IDs 25 through 35 are for transmission of three
data streams, and rate IDs 36 through 43 are for transmission of four data streams. For
each rate ID, the number of data streams to transmit (Num Str), the rate to use for each
data stream, and the overall throughput (OTP) are given in Table 4. As an example, for
rate ID 31, the overall throughput is 12.0 bps/Hz, three data streams are transmitted, rate
12 (code rate 3/4 and 256 QAM) is used for data stream 1, rate 9 (code rate 2/3 and 64
QAM) is used for data stream 2, and rate 5 (code irate 1/2 and 16 QAM) is used for data
stream 3.

Table 4
Rate OTP Num
ID bps/Hz Str

Rate OTP Nura
ID bps/Hz Str

Rate for Stream
i I 2 I 3 I 4~

14
15

2.0
2.5

2
2

4
4

2
3

-

-

29
30

9.0
12.0

3
3

10
10

9
10

2
7

16

3.0 ~ 2

_5

3

-_

-

31

12.0

3

12

9

5

-

J2_

12.0

3

12

10

4

~^

17 ~4X)

2

7

3

-

-

18

4.5

2

7

4

-

-:.

33

13.5

3

12

10

7

-

19 ~ 4 l

2

9

2

-

-

34

13.5

3

12

12

4

-

20
21

6.0
6.0

2
2

10
9

4
5

-

-

35
36

16.0
8.0

3
4

12
9

12
7

9
2

2

22

8.0

2

12

5

-

-

37

12.0

4

10

10

5

3

23

9.0

2

12

7

-

-

38

16.0

4

12

10

9

4

24

12.0

2

12

12

-

-

39

16.0

4

12

10

10

3

3

7

5

3

-

_40_ 16.0

4

25 "6^0

[0076]

Rate for Stream
i I 2 I 3 I 4

J12_J2__7

3_

~26
27

6^0
8.0

i
3

9
10

4j _ 2 _ 5
4
^

41
42

18.0
18.0

4
4

12
12

12
12

9
10

5_
4

28

9.0

3

10

7

43

21.0

4

12

12

12

7

4

-

The rates for the M data streams may be selected based on the effective SNRs
and the vector-quantized rate set in various manners.

In an embodiment, a rate

combination is selected for the M data streams such that the required SNR for the rate
for each data stream is less than or equal to the effective SNR for that data stream. In
another embodiment, a rate combination with the highest possible overall throughput is
selected for the M data streams such that the total SNR margin is non-negative. For this
embodiment, the rate combinations in the rate set may be evaluated one at a time,
starting with the rate combination having the highest overall throughput. For each rate
combination, the SNR margin for each data stream is computed as the difference
between the required SNR and the effective SNR for that data stream. The SNR
margins for all data streams are summed to obtain the total SNR margin. The rate
combination is selected if the total SNR margin is non-negative.

In another

embodiment, a rate combination with the liighest overall throughput is selected for the
M data streams such that the total required SNR is less than or equal to the total
effective SNR. For each rate combination, the total required SNR may be computed as
the sum of the required SNRs for all of the rates in that rate combination. The total
7:2.

effective SNR may be computed as the sum of the effective SNRs for all of the data
streams. A rate combination may also be selected in other maimers.
4. Outer Loop Update
[0077]

For the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, outer loop 220 maintains a target PER for
each data stream. The outer loop for each data stream may be driven by packet errors
for that data stream. In an embodiment, whenever a packet is decoded in error (which is
an erased packet), the outer loop increases-the outer loop backoff factor /„„,„ „, by a
positive step size 5^.

Whenever a packet is decoded correctly (which is a good

packet), the outer loop decreases the outer loop backoff factor towards zero by
,

subtracting a fraction of 5^ . The updating of tlie outer loop for data stream m may be
expressed as:
If packet error, then

7o».«r. «(«) = router, m ( « " 1) +'^m .

Eq(16a)

i

Ifno packet error, then

rou.er.„,(") = max{0, ^„„^^,„(«-!)-P,„-c^^} ,

Eq(16b)

where P„, is the fraction of S^ to be subtracted for each good packet; and
fouler m (") ^^ the outcr loop backoff factor for packet n in data stream m.
[0078]

For the embodiment shown in equation set (16), the outer loop backoff factor is
a non-negative value. The outer loop backoff factor may be initialized at the start of
data transmission to a predetermined value, e.g., to zero or to a negative value to
account for a high initial estimate of the received SNRs. The outer loop backoff factor
is thereafter updated based on the status of the received packets. The outer loop backoff
factor is incremented by S^ for each erased packet and decremented by P„, - S^ for
each good packet, where P^ -S^ is a fraction of <J,„ and /omer.mC") ^^ consfrained to be
zero or greater.

[0079]

The factor P^ may be set based on the target PER for data stream /?: and may be
expressed as:
PER
P. =
" .
"" 1-PER,

:

'.

-. Eq(17)
^^ ^

7.^

-.
.

-.

where PER„ is the target PER for data stream /?;. For example, if PER„, = 0.01 for 1%
PER, then P„, =0.0101 = 1/99. The outer loop step size 5^ determines the rate of
convergence for the outer loop.
10080]

For the embodiment described above, the outer loop backoff factor Ym\it^ m (") is
dependent en the data stream, as indicated by subscript "m" in equations (16a), (16b),
and (17). TMs embodiment may be used for a system in which each data stream is
encoded separately and each packet is sent qn one data stream. The outer loop backoff
factor for each data stream may be updated based on the status of the packets received
for that data stream.

[0081]

A system may send a single packet across multiple data streams and these data
streams may be considered to be jointly encoded. For example, a packet may be parsed
or demultiplexed into M blocks of the same or different sizes, and each block may be
sent on a different data stream. The receiving station may attempt to recover the packet
based on the M blocks received on the M data streams. If there is a packet error, it may
be difficult to determine which one(s) of the M data streams causes the packet error.

[0082]

In an embodiment, for a system with jointly encoded data streams, an SNR
margin may be maintained for each data stream. The SNR margin for data stream m
may be computed as the difference between the required SNR for the selected rate and
the effective SNR for data stream m. The effective SNR for data stream m may be
obtained with pilot-based and/or data-based SNR estimates. Whenever a packet error is
detected, the outer loop backoff factor for the data stream with the lowest SNR margin
is increased, e.g., as shown in equation (16a). The data stream with^the smallest SNR
margin is thus assumed to have caused the packet error, and its outer loop backoff factor
is increased accordingly. Whenever a good packet is received, the outer loop backoff
factors for all data streams are decreased, e.g., as shown in equation (16b). If all data
streams have similar SNR margins, which may be the case for the spatial spreading
mode, then the outer loop backoff factors for all data streams may be adjusted up or
down for an erased or good packet, respectively. In another embodiment^ the outer loop
may select the next lower rate for each data stream having a negative SNR margin.

[0083]

The outer loop may also provide other types of infomiation used to control the
operation of inner loop 210. In an embodiment, ,the outer loop may provide a rate
adjustment for each data stream m. This rate adjustment may direct the inner loop for
data stream m to select a lower rate for data stream. This rate adjustment may be

generated due to unsatisfactory performance, e.g., a burst of packet errors received for
data stream 7??.
[0084]

La an embodiment, the outer loop may use decoder metrics such as a re-encoded
symbol error rate (SER), a re-encoded power metric, a modified Yamamoto metric (for
a convolutional decoder), a minimum or average log-likelihood ratio (LLR) among the
bits in a decoded packet (for a Turbo decoder), and so on. The re-encoded SER is the
error rate between the detected data symbols from RX spatial processor 170 and reencoded symbols obtained by re-encoding and re-modulating the decoded data from RX
data processor 172. The modified Yamamoto metric is indicative of the confidence in
the decoded data and is obtained based on the difference between the selected (best)
path through the trellis for the convolutional decoding and the next closest path through
the trellis. The minimum or average LLR may also be used as an indication of the

'fc

confidence of the decoded data. These decoder metrics are indicative of the quality of a
received datafransmissionand are known in the art.

[0085]

The outer loop backoffj factor and/or the rate for each data sfream.may be
adjusted based on the packet errors and/or decoder metrics for that data sfream. The
decoder metrics for each data sfream may be used to estimate the performance of the
data sfream. If a decoder metric for a given data sfream is worse than a tlireshold
selected for that metric, then the outer loop backoff factor and/or the rate for that data
sfream may be adjusted accordingly.

[0086]

The outer loop may also adjust the operation of the iimer loop in other manners,
and this is within the scope of the invention. In general, the update rate for the outer
loop may be slower or faster than the update rate for the inner loop< For example, the
outer loop may adjust the outer loop backoff factor based on a predetermined number
(or a block) of received packets. The outer loop may also adjust the rate between inner
loop updates. The outer loop typically has more influence on the operation of the inner
loop for longer datafransmissionsthan for bursty fransmissions.

[0087]

FIG. 3 shows an embodiment of a process 300 for performing rate confrol in a
MIMO system. Process 300 may be performed by receiving station 150, fransmitting
station 110, or both stations 110 and 150.

[0088]

At least one SNR estimate is obtained for each of at least one data sfream based
on received pilot symbols and/or received data symbols for the data sfream (bTock 312).
The SKR. estimates may be derived in accordance with the receiver spatial processing
technique used for the at least one data sfream, e.g., as shown in equations (2) through

^5

(6). The diversity order and MMO backoff factor are determined for each data stream
(block 314). An outer-loop backoff factor is also determined for each data stream
(block 316). An effective SNR is determined for each data stream based on the at least
one SNR estimate, the MIMO backoff factor, and the outer loop backoff factor for that
data stream (block 318).
[0089]

At least one rate is then selected for the at least one data stream based on the at
least one effective SNR for the; at least one data stream (block 320). The rate for each
data stream may be independently selected based on the effective SNR for that data
stream. Alternatively, a rate combination may be selected for the at least one data
stream based on the at least one effective SNR. A transmission mode may also be
selected foe the at least one data stream from among multiple transmission modes (e.g.,
the steered, unsteered, and spatial spreading modes) associated with different transmitter

~»
(0090]

spatial processing (322).
The outer loop backoff factor for each data stream is adjusted based on the
performance (e.g., packet status aiid/or decoder metrics) for the data stream (block 324).
The outer loop backoff factor for each data stream may be adjusted independently if
each packet is sent on one data stream. The outer loop backoff factor(s) for the at least
one data stream may also be adjusted jointly if a packet may be sent on multiple data
streams, as described above.

[0091]

JIG. 4 shows an embodiment of an apparatus 400 for performing rate control in
a MIMO system. Apparatus 400 may reside at receiving station 150 or transmitting
station 110. Alternatively, a portion of apparatus 400 may reside at recei\ang station
150, and the remaining portion of apparatus 400 may reside at transmitting station 110.

[0092]

Apparatus 400 includes means for obtaining at least one SNR estimate for each
of at least one data stream based on received pilot symbols and/or received data symbols
for the data stream (block 412), means for determining the diversity order and MIMO
backoff factor for each data stream (block 414), means for determining an outer loop
backoff factor for each data stream (block 416), and means for determining an effective
SNR for each data stream based on the at least one SNR estimate, the MIMO backoff
factor, and the outer loop backoff factor for the data stream (block 418). Apparatus 400
further includes means for selecting at least one rate for the at least one dgta stream
based on the at least one effective SNR for the at least one data stream (block 420) and
means for selecting a transmission mode for the at least one data stream from among
multiple transmission modes (422). Apparatus 400 further includes means for adjusting

the outer loop backoff factor for each data stream based on the performance for the data
stream (block 424).
[0093]

The rate control techniques described herein may be implemented by various
means. For example, these techniques may be implemented in hardware, firmware,
software, or a combination thereof. For a hardware implementation, the processing
units used for rate control at a receiving station may be implemented within one or more
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), digital
signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), field
prograramable

gate

arrays

(FPGAs), processors,

controllers, micro-controllers,

microprocessors, other electronic imits designed to perform the functions described
herein, or a combination thereof.

The processing units used for rate control at a

transmitting station may also be implemented within one or more ASICs, DSPs,
processors, and so on.
[0094]

For a firmware or software implementation, the rate control tecliniques may be
implemented with modules (e.g., procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the
funcfions described herein. The software codes may be stored in a memory imit (e.g.,
memory unit 142 or 192 in FIG. 1) and executed by a processor (e.g., processor 140 or
190). The memory miit may be implemented within the processor or external to the
processor, in which case it can be commnrucafively coupled to the processor via various
means as is known in the art.

[0095]

Headings are included herein for reference and to aid in locating certain
sections. These headings are not intended to limit the scope of the concepts described
therein under, and these concepts may have applicabihty in other sections throughout
the entire specification.

[0096]

The previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to enable any
person skilled in the art to make or use the present invention. Various modifications to
these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic
principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without departing from
the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be
limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope
consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein.

